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*Country analysts 

Andrea presented slides (attached): 

• Update from: United Kingdom (Jen Fox) 
• State of the Science 2020 Update 
• Monitoring Datasets Discoverability Matrix 
• Next steps OES-E 
• International Forum on MRE Environmental R&D 
• OES-Environmental Activities 
• Roundtable  

 

Update from UK (Presented by Jennifer Fox)  
• Caitlin – Orbital signed up at EMEC for a tidal array test at the Fall of Warness site.  
• Mark – How did the review processes differ from the 2016 process?  
• Andrea – It was a similar process for writing and reviewing, with a few more reviewers this time 

since the 2020 report is larger. This report has more input, but the number of comments are 
similar in a given chapter. We have more staff this time.  

PAMEC Workshop 
• Next PAMEC planned for January 2022 in Ensenada, Mexico. 



Next steps OES-E 
• Andrea – will recommend current Analysts to continue in Phase 4. If you would not like to 

continue, please email me separately.  
• Daisuke – We would like to be involved. Japan is starting to develop offshore wind farms and is 

interested in looking at environmental effects for offshore platforms.  
• Mark – Feel like I’m just getting acquainted with everything from recently joining so would like 

to continue. I would think there would be interest from other organizations in Australia and 
there will be overlap, which can be leveraged going forward. Beyond the blue economy work,  
the Great Southern Marine Research Facility would also have some relevant research going on. 

• Beth – This is a good opportunity for some of those links. We need to provide some 
encouragement internally and understand what the obligations are. Understanding what 
“engagement” means will be important to our decision.  

• Andrea – OES obligations tend to be very loose. It is really great to have involvement from other 
organizations, and we welcome their involvement. There is a threshold for involvement, we ask 
for 20 hours from each Analysts per quarter. At times you may put in more time for things such 
as the State of the Science, but mostly it is providing contacts, networks, and anything else 
pertinent. OES-E is there to help Analysts bring attention on what is going on in their country 
and spread news more broadly (to add on Tethys Blasts for example). I don’t think it is a heavy 
list of Analysts’ time – what you put in, you’ll get out.  

• Beth – It is very beneficial. I will work with Mark together to see how we can be involved.   

OES-Environmental Activities 
• Mark – AWTEC will be postponed, probably to 2022 and still in Tasmania. This hasn’t been 

officially announced and the decision will be delayed until May.  
• Andrea – webinars like those organized instead of EIMR could also be done instead of AWTEC  
• Mark – may be complicated to organize.  

Roundtable  
Australia 

• Mark – Deployment of Wave Swell for October is on track as of two weeks ago. They did a lot of 
site assessment upfront.  Wave Energy Research Center (based in the Great Southern Marine 
Research Facility) is officially open in Albany, Australia. They released a new video that outlines 
the focus of the center and shows a shift in emphasis as not being as student-focused.  

• Beth – There has been a proposal on how to do monitoring for offshore installation using 
cutting-edge approaches. There is another proposal on modeling and decision tools. Several 
proposal projects where decisions will be made in the next few months. One project will do risk 
assessment of offshore platforms (e.g., MRE, aquaculture) and look at multiple aspects, 
including environment, social, and ethics. It will draw on information from Tethys and ORJIP and 
will produce information relevant to the southern hemisphere. Wave energy in the southern 
hemisphere is different in structure which has implications on the environmental side. In the 
northern hemisphere, offshore structures don’t seem to last that long. We want to start 
compiling a database of southern hemisphere data, which will also have usefulness for Latin 
America.  

https://marineresearch-gs.com/
https://www.uwa.edu.au/facilities/wave-energy-research-centre


• Andrea – Han Soerensen (Denmark) sent a link about the UNITED project, an EU funded project 
for multi-use platform (e.g., MRE/aquaculture). There will be five deployments across Europe. 
We need to look at multi-uses; how to integrate MRE with blue economy uses. 

Canada 

• Dan – OERA webinar two weeks ago to present FORCE’s Pathway program; the program runs 
until 2021 and will promote phases of monitoring solutions. The program is halfway through and 
making great progress (e.g. automation and data processing of echosounder data). Partnership 
with Dalhousie University to process downward looking hydroacoustic monitoring. Dan can 
present the OERA webinar at the next OES-E meeting in June. 

Denmark:  

• Hans – 26 EU organizations have started looking a project called UNITED on multi-use of marine 
platforms (e.g. combining offshore wind, solar panels, aquaculture, tourism). Hans could present 
at a next meeting. https://www.deltares.nl/en/news/eu-united-new-project-testing-multi-use-
of-marine-infrastructures/  

• Andrea – great, MRE is going to be a huge part of integrated/hybrid systems 

France 

• Morgane/Nolwenn – More activity on offshore wind, commercial arrays, and progress on tidal 
projects. Sabella will redeploy their turbine this summer after retrieving and fixing some 
technical issues. Hydroquest is still producing electricity at Paimpol-Bréhat. Research projects on 
impacts of cables on benthic communities, starting to publish work (see Taormina’s paper). FEM 
is involved in a project lead by NOVA Innovation to develop control system. FEM is in charge of 
the site characterization at Etel (southwest Brittany), to measure currents and biofouling. FEM 
has a research center (website) under construction for metadata and others, will be linked to 
Tethys. Testing is moving forward despite COVID-19.  

• Andrea – we can help publicize it when you release it.  

Ireland 

• Anne Marie – the EU announced a new strategy for offshore energy development. Will there be 
a summary of the 2020 SoS for policy makers that can be used as a guide? 

• Andrea – there will be an executive summary and several short science summaries, like for 
2016. Asking for help to translate the executive summary for each country. 

Spain  

• Juan – WESE is moving forward. Expect to undertake monitoring this summer 2020 at the 
WaveRoller Phase 2 in Portugal. We have published data from the EU SeaWave project. The 
WESE/SeaWave joint online MARENDATA was launched very recently. 

• Andrea – new Tethys Story out about WESE: https://tethys.pnnl.gov/stories/european-unions-
efforts-understanding-environmental-impacts-wave-energy-devices  

 

https://www.deltares.nl/en/news/eu-united-new-project-testing-multi-use-of-marine-infrastructures/
https://www.deltares.nl/en/news/eu-united-new-project-testing-multi-use-of-marine-infrastructures/
https://tethys.pnnl.gov/stories/european-unions-efforts-understanding-environmental-impacts-wave-energy-devices
https://tethys.pnnl.gov/stories/european-unions-efforts-understanding-environmental-impacts-wave-energy-devices


Items for Analyst input:  
1. Looking for country presentations during Analyst meetings (1-2 Analysts per meeting). Email 

Mikaela (mikaela.freeman@pnnl.gov) if you can present during the 2020 meetings (June, 
September, December) 

2. Send any metadata updates to Cailene Gunn (cailene.gunn@pnnl.gov; watch for her emails) 
3. Continue to fill out Google Drive Analyst Activities spreadsheet 
4. Send any social media content (Twitter, Instagram, Facebook) to Dori Overhus 

(dorian.overhus@pnnl.gov)  

The next Analysts meeting is tentatively scheduled for June 9th 2020.  
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